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Days spill into shattering
their plummet cannot be caught
fragments, details, snippets of words
their edges and curves
futility and vanity
the ability to extract every color from white
underlined in black
from birth to death
desolation deepens
and our bodies made of cracks
are leaking from all sides 
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Two sTaTes of The soul 

I threw back the curtain
behind it figures entwined
biting into each other
desiring to break loose
their grimaces
a sneer a roar a rage

I threw back the curtain a second time
behind it a quiet winter landscape
a firmly rooted tree
branches lifted to heaven
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In the park in Asnières there are strangely shortened trees
flower beds full of flowers and children
a colorful carousel with a horse on the roof
otherwise nothing

In the park in Asnières a little black girl furiously honks a toy car
and another shoves a ball in a bag
first the bag falls, then the ball, then the little girl
otherwise nothing

In the park in Asnières there is so much sunlight
grandmothers and grandfathers bask in it
a boy on a scooter passes a boy on bike
otherwise nothing

In the park in Asnières chansons and rap blare
the guards chat lazily in their shack
people laugh and play
And – otherwise nothing
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normandy

The masts of anchored ships strike each other
and look back nervously toward the sea
In the fancy bar with plates
oysters graze the esophagus and plunge down
The dismembered wings of the Phoenix shine
in the middle of a purely luminous body

Ringing from the masts
and ringing from inside the shells
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The garden I went to was lofty
and there were flowers with unknown colors
and unknown fragrances

Along the way I lost my hat
I lost my overcoat
and shoes
now I am standing on the rough road barefoot
wind caresses my hair
the sky embraces my body
I converse with stars and birds
they do not disturb my dreams
their speech is intelligible
and without the cruelty of human speech

The garden I went to was lofty
and locked inside remained flowers with unknown colors
and unknown fragrances


